Contact

The department is located in Whitney Hall with building abbreviation WH. Note, the name *Old Whitney Hall* (abbreviation OW) is sometimes used.

Math Office Secretaries
Email is the preferred method to reach the Math office.

- mathoffice@math.binghamton.edu
- Phone: (607)-777-2147 or 2148
- Fax: (607)-777-2450

US postal mail should be sent to:

[Name of the recipient]
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Binghamton University
PO Box 6000
Binghamton, New York 13902-6000

Items sent by parcel services (UPS, FedEx, DHL, etc.) should be sent to:

[Name of the recipient] / BU
Department of Mathematical Sciences
WH, Room 122A
4400 Vestal Parkway E
Binghamton, New York 13902

Setting GPS:

4400 Vestal Parkway East
**Vestal, New York 13850**

- Read the instruction of Campus Mail Services for more details.
- See the directions to the department

Suggestions and comments on the website can be sent to webmaster@math.binghamton.edu